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Inner Time-Consciousness and

Pre-re®ective Self-awareness

Dan Zahavi

If one looks at the current discussion of self-awareness there seems to be
a general agreement that whatever valuable philosophical contributions Hus-

serl might have made, his account of self-awareness is not among them. This
prevalent appraisal is often based on the claim that Husserl was too occu-
pied with the problem of intentionality to ever pay real attention to the issue
of self-awareness. Due to his interest in intentionality Husserl took object-
consciousness as the paradigm of every kind of awareness and therefore settled
with a model of self-awareness based upon the subject-object dichotomy, with
its entailed difference between the intending and the intended. As a conse-
quence, Husserl never discovered the existence of pre-re®ective self-awareness,
but remained stuck in the traditional, but highly problematic, re®ection model
of self-awareness.

To a certain extent this is an old criticism that can be traced back to
Heidegger. In Heidegger’s lecture course Prolegomena zur Geschichte des Zeit-
begriffs from 1925, Heidegger writes that Husserl operated with a too narrow
concept of Being. Because of his exclusive interest in intentionality, Husserl
identi¤ed the Being of consciousness with the Being of objects and conse-
quently failed to uncover the unique mode of Being characterizing intentional
subjectivity itself. Heidegger consequently states that a more radical phenome-
nology is called for—a phenomenology that has to return to the original given-
ness of subjectivity, and not merely consider it, as Husserl did, insofar as it is a
(potential) object of re®ection.1

More recently, Tugendhat has formulated a related criticism. Tugendhat
claims that Husserl understood self-awareness as a kind of internal perception,
that is, as a subject-object relation between two different experiences (a per-
ceiving and a perceived), and as he then adds, Husserl never succeeded in ex-
plaining why such a relation should result in self-awareness.2 Similar views can
be found in Henrich, Frank, and Gloy, who all argue that Husserl’s analysis of
self-awareness never managed to escape the re®ection-theoretical paradigm.3 As
Manfred Frank puts it: “In any case, Husserl does not know any other concept
of self-awareness than the re®ective one.”4 Frank even claims that Husserl not
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only failed to provide a convincing analysis of self-awareness, but that he basi-
cally did not even understand the very problem.5

A common feature of these critical interpretations is their narrow textual
basis. By and large they restrict themselves to Husserl’s position in two of his
published works, namely, Logische Untersuchungen (1900–1901) and Ideen zu
einer reinen Phänomenologie und phänomenologischen Philosophie I (1913). Occa-
sionally, they also draw on material from Zur Phänomenologie des inneren Zeit-
bewusstseins (1893–1917), but they very rarely consider any further material, nei-
ther from any of the posthumously published volumes of Husserliana nor for
that matter from any of the still unpublished research manuscripts found in the
Husserl-Archives.

If  there is anything that contemporary Husserl scholarship has demon-
strated, however, it is that it is virtually impossible to acquire an adequate in-
sight into Husserl’s philosophy if  one restricts oneself to the writings that were
published during his lifetime. This is not only the case when it comes to topics
such as the problem of intersubjectivity, the role of the body, or the structure
of temporality, but also when it concerns the question of self-awareness.

Drawing on posthumously published material, I will in the following show
that the standard interpretation must be rejected. The notion of pre-re®ective
self-awareness is not only to be found in Husserl, he also subjects it to a highly
illuminating analysis. It is true that one rarely ¤nds analyses dedicated exclu-
sively to the problem of self-awareness. But this is by no means because the
topic is absent, but rather because Husserl’s re®ections on this problem are
usually integrated into his analysis of a number of related issues, such as the
nature of intentionality, spatiality, embodiment, temporality, attention, inter-
subjectivity, etc. This fact makes any attempt at a systematic account both chal-
lenging and rewarding. Rewarding because Husserl’s phenomenological analy-
sis of self-awareness is far more detailed, concrete, and substantial than the more
formal considerations to be found in the writings of, for instance, Frank or
Henrich. Challenging because although there is a profound and complex theory
of self-awareness to be found in Husserl’s writings, it is a theory that will ¤rst
have to be pieced together; simply to isolate the relevant elements and avoid
getting lost in the adjacent discussions will demand effort. Since space will not
allow me to outline the full scope of Husserl’s theory, I will in the following
content myself with arguing for the claim that Husserl does in fact operate with
the notion of a pre-re®ective self-awareness.

Before I start, however, a few words about the re®ection theory might be
appropriate. Why is it at all necessary to ¤nd an alternative to the view that
self-awareness is the result of consciousness directing its “gaze” at itself, taking
itself  as an object, and thus becoming aware of itself?6 If one takes a look at
the writings of Henrich, Cramer, Pothast, Frank, Gloy, et al., one will ¤nd an
entire arsenal of arguments (including different versions of what is basically the
same argument) showing the de¤ciencies of the re®ection model. The criticism
is particularly directed against the claim that there is no self-awareness prior to
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re®ection, and that self-awareness comes about only in the moment conscious-
ness objecti¤es itself. Let me present their central argument.

The re®ection model of self-awareness operates with a duality of moments.
Whether it comes about by one experience taking another experience as its ob-
ject, or one experience taking itself  as an object, we are dealing with a kind
of self-division and have to distinguish the re®ecting from the re®ected. Of
course, the aim of re®ection is then to overcome or negate this difference and
to posit both moments as identical. Otherwise, we would not have a case of
self-awareness. This strategy is, however, confronted with fundamental prob-
lems. The re®ection theory claims that in order for a perception to become
self-aware it must await its objectivation by a subsequent act of re®ection. In
order to speak of self-awareness, however, it is not suf¤cient that the experience
in question be re®exively thematized and made into an object. It must be
grasped as being identical with the thematizing experience. In order to be a
case of self-awareness, it is not suf¤cient that A is conscious of B: A must be
conscious of B as being identical with A. In other words, to count as a case of
self-awareness the perception must be grasped as being identical with the act
of re®ection (and since a numerical identity is excluded in advance, the identity
in question must be that of belonging to the same subject or being part of the
same stream of consciousness). But how can the act of re®ection (which lacks
self-awareness) be in a position to realize that the perception belongs to the
same subjectivity as itself? If the re®ecting experience is to encounter some-
thing as itself, if  it is to recognize or identify something different as itself, it
needs a prior acquaintance with itself. Consequently, the act of re®ection must
either await a further act of re®ection in order to become self-aware, in which
case we are confronted with a vicious in¤nite regress, or it must be admitted
that it is itself  already in a state of self-awareness prior to re®ection. The latter,
of course, would involve us in a circular explanation, presupposing that which
was meant to be explained, and implicitly rejecting the thesis of the re®ection
model of self-awareness, that is, that all self-awareness is brought about by re-
®ection.7

The general lesson to learn from this argument is that one should avoid
theories that describe self-awareness as a kind of relation—be it a relation be-
tween different experiences, or between the experience and itself—since every
relation, especially the subject-object relation, presupposes a distinction be-
tween two (or more) relata, and this is exactly what generates the problem.

I

What does Husserl have to say about self-awareness? Let me start by show-
ing that he, in a manner not unlike Sartre, took self-awareness to be an essential
feature of subjectivity and that he considered re®ection to be a founded and
non-basic form of self-awareness.

According to Husserl, to be a subject is to exist for-itself, that is, to be
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self-aware. Thus, rather than being something that only occurs during excep-
tional circumstances, namely, whenever we pay attention to our conscious life,
self-awareness is a feature characterizing subjectivity as such, no matter what
worldly entities it might otherwise be conscious of and occupied with:8

To be a subject is to be in the mode of being aware of oneself.9

An absolute existent is existent in the form of an intentional life—which, no mat-
ter what else it may be intrinsically conscious of, is, at the same time, conscious-
ness of itself. Precisely for that reason (as we can see when we consider more
profoundly) it has at all times an essential ability to re®ect on itself, on all its
structures that stand out for it—an essential ability to make itself thematic and
produce judgments, and evidences, relating to itself.10

For this is not merely a continuously streaming lived-experiencing [Erleben],
rather when it streams there is always simultaneously consciousness of this stream-
ing. This consciousness is self-perceiving. Only exceptionally is it a thematic no-
ticing performed by the I. To that exception belongs the re®ection, possible at
any time. This perception, which makes all experiencing conscious, is the so-
called internal consciousness or internal perception.11

It is important not to misunderstand Husserl. When he claims that subjec-
tivity is as such self-aware, he is not advocating a strong Cartesian thesis con-
cerning total and infallible self-transparency; rather he is simply calling atten-
tion to the intimate link between experiential phenomena and ¤rst-person
givenness, in much the same way as Nagel and Searle have later done.12 Thus,
when Husserl speaks of a pervasive self-awareness he is concerned with the ques-
tion of how consciousness experiences itself, how it is given to itself, how it
manifests itself. In Husserl’s view, the subjective or ¤rst-person givenness of an
experience is not simply a quality added to the experience, a mere varnish as it
were. On the contrary, it constitutes the very mode of being of the experience.
In contrast to physical objects, which can exist regardless of whether or not
they de facto appear for a subject, experiences are essentially characterized by
their subjective givenness, by the fact that there is a subjective “feel” to them.13

To undergo an experience necessarily means that there is something “it is like”
for the subject to have that experience.14 But insofar as there is something “it
is like” for the subject to have the experience, there must be some awareness of
the experience itself  along with its inherent “quality” of mineness; in short,
there must be some minimal form of self-awareness. As Flanagan puts it: “all
subjective experience is self-conscious in the weak sense that there is something
it is like for the subject to have that experience. This involves a sense that the
experience is the subject’s experience, that it happens to her, occurs in her
stream.”15 Self-awareness is consequently not something that only comes about
the moment one scrutinizes one’s experience attentively (not to speak of it be-
ing something that only comes about the moment one recognizes one’s own
mirror image, or refers to oneself using the ¤rst-person pronoun, or is in pos-
session of identifying knowledge of one’s own life story). Rather, it is legitimate
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to speak of self-awareness the moment I am no longer simply conscious of a
foreign object, but of my experience of the object as well, for in this case my
subjectivity reveals itself  to me. If the experience is given in a ¤rst-person mode
of presentation to me, it is (at least tacitly) given as my experience, and it can
therefore count as a case of self-consciousness. On this account, the only type
of experience which would lack self-awareness would be an experience I was
not conscious of, that is, an “unconscious experience.”

Granted that I am aware of my experience even when intentionally directed
at objects in the world, the central question, of course, is how this self-awareness
comes about. Is it the result of a re®ection? Husserl’s answer is no. For Hus-
serl, the act of re®ection, say, an explicit consciousness of an occurrent percep-
tion of a Swiss Army knife, is founded in a twofold sense. It does not present
us with a self-enclosed subjectivity, but with a self-transcending subjectivity
directed at an object, and it consequently presupposes the preceding act of
object-intentionality.16 Moreover, as an explicit self-awareness, it also relies upon
a prior tacit self-awareness. To utilize a terminological distinction between per-
ceiving (Wahrnehmen) and experiencing (Erleben) dating back to the Logical
Investigations: prior to re®ection one perceives the intentional object, but one
experiences (erlebt) the intentional act. Although I am not intentionally di-
rected at the act (this only happens in the subsequent re®ection, where the act
is thematized), it is not unconscious but conscious,17 that is self-given. In Hus-
serl’s words:

The term lived-experience [Erlebnis] expresses just this [quality of] being expe-
riential [Erlebtsein], that is having conscious awareness in internal consciousness,
which at any time makes it pregiven to the I.18

[E]very experience is “consciousness,” and consciousness is consciousness of. . . .
But every experience is itself experienced [erlebt], and to that extent also “con-
scious” [bewußt].19

Every act is consciousness of something, but there is also consciousness of every
act. Every act is “sensed,” is immanently “perceived” (internal consciousness),
although naturally not posited, meant (to perceive here does not mean to grasp
something and to be turned towards it in an act of meaning). . . . To be sure,
this seems to lead back to an in¤nite regress. For is not the internal consciousness,
the perceiving of the act (of judging, of perceiving something external, of re-
joicing, and so forth), again an act and therefore itself something internally per-
ceived, and so on? On the contrary, we must say: Every “experience” in the strict
sense is internally perceived. But the internal perceiving is not an “experience” in
the same sense. It is not itself again internally perceived.20

In a regular intentional act, I am directed at and preoccupied with my inten-
tional object. Whenever I am intentionally directed at objects I am also self-
aware. But when I am directed at and occupied with objects I am not themati-
cally conscious of myself. And when I do thematize myself in a re®ection, the
very act of thematization remains unthematic.21 When subjectivity functions it
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is self-aware, but it is not thematically conscious of itself, and it therefore lives
in anonymity:22

Thus we always have the separation between the I and cogito as functioning but
not grasped (functioning subjectivity), and the possibly thematized, direct or self-
grasped I and its cogito, or more simply, it is necessary to distinguish between the
functioning subjectivity and the objective subjectivity (the objecti¤ed, themati-
cally experienced, presented, thought, predicated subjectivity), and whenever I
take myself or something else as an object, I am always necessarily unthematically
cogiven as a functioning I, accessible to myself through re®ection, which, on its
part, is a new unthematic activity of the functioning I.23

In a moment I will return to Husserl’s use of the term “perception” when
it comes to the basic form of self-awareness, but it should be quite obvious that
he has seen the aporetic implications of the re®ection theory: The claim that
self-awareness only comes about when the act is apprehended by a further act ul-
timately leads to an in¤nite regress.24

As far as the interpretation of Henrich, Gloy, Tugendhat, and Frank is con-
cerned, it must be acknowledged that Husserl occasionally writes that we do
not perceive our own subjectivity prior to re®ection, but live in a state of self-
oblivion and self-forfeiture (Selbstverlorenheit). But when he then adds that we
only know of our acts re®ectively, that is, that we only gain knowledge of our
conscious life through re®ection,25 it becomes clear that he is using the term
“perception” to denote a thematic examination. Husserl does not deny the ex-
istence of a tacit self-awareness. But he does deny that this self-awareness can
provide us with more than awareness. It cannot give us conceptual knowledge
of subjectivity. As Husserl says:

The actual life and lived-experiencing is of course always conscious, but it is not
therefore always thematically experienced and known. For that a new pulse of
actual life is necessary, a so-called re®ective or immanently directed experience.26

It is, however, also possible to unearth passages where Husserl does in fact de-
scribe the tacit self-awareness as a type of internal perception,27 but a closer
examination of these texts does not substantiate the claim that Husserl is try-
ing to reduce self-awareness to a type of object-intentionality. Husserl’s termi-
nology is taken from his classical investigation of the hierarchy of foundation
existing between different types of acts. In contrast to various kinds of presen-
tifying (vergegenwärtigende) acts, such as recollection, fantasy, or empathy, per-
ception is characterized as bringing its object to an originary kind of presen-
tation. That which appears in perception is given leibhaftig, and it is exactly this
feature which Husserl focuses upon in his discussion of basic self-awareness.
This is brought to light in a passage from Erste Philosophie II, where Husserl
writes that the life of the subject is a life in the form of original self-awareness.
He then equates this self-awareness with an innermost perception, but adds that
it is a perception, not in the sense of being an active self-apprehension, but in
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the sense of being an originary self-appearance.28 In two of the passages quoted
above, passages from, respectively, Analysen zur passiven Synthesis and Vorlesun-
gen zur Phänomenologie des inneren Zeitbewusstseins, Husserl speaks alternately
of the tacit self-awareness as an internal perception and as an internal conscious-
ness (inneres Bewußtsein—one feels the in®uence from Brentano).29 As will
gradually become clear, Husserl ultimately opts for the latter expression, and
much misunderstanding might have been avoided if  he had always distin-
guished as clearly between the two as he does in Ideen II, where he equates
“internal perception” with re®ection, and “internal consciousness” with a non-
thematic kind of self-awareness that precedes re®ection.30

According to Husserl, our acts are tacitly self-aware, but they are also ac-
cessible for re®ection. They can be re®ected upon and thereby brought to our
attention.31 An examination of the particular intentional structure of this pro-
cess can substantiate the thesis concerning the founded status of re®ection.
Re®ective self-awareness is often taken to be a thematic, articulated, and in-
tensi¤ed self-awareness, and it is normally initiated in order to bring the pri-
mary intentional act into focus. However, in order to explain the occurrence
of re®ection it is necessary that that which is to be disclosed and thematized is
(unthematically) present. Otherwise there would be nothing to motivate and
call forth the act of re®ection. As Husserl points out, it is in the nature of
re®ection to grasp something, which was already given prior to the grasping.
Re®ection is characterized by disclosing, and not by producing its theme:

When I say “I,” I grasp myself in a simple re®ection. But this self-experience
[Selbsterfahrung] is like every experience [Erfahrung], and in particular every
perception, a mere directing myself towards something that was already there for
me, that was already conscious, but not thematically experienced, not noticed.32

Whenever I re®ect, I ¤nd myself “in relation” to something, as affected or active.
That which I am related to is experientially conscious—it is already there for me
as a “lived-experience” in order for me to be able to relate myself to it.33

In short, re®ection is not an act sui generis, it does not appear out of nowhere,
but presupposes, like all intentional activity, a motivation. According to Husserl,
to be motivated is to be affected by something, and then to respond to it.34

That which motivates re®ection is exactly, with a term I will later return to, a
prior self-affection. I can thematize myself, because I am already passively self-
aware; I can grasp myself, because I am already affected by myself.35

When I start re®ecting, that which motivates the re®ection and which is
then grasped has already been going on for a while. The re®ected experience
did not commence the moment I started paying attention to it, and it is not
only given as still existing, but also and mainly as having already been. It is the
same act, which is now given re®ectively, and it is given to me as enduring in
time, that is, as a temporal act.36 When re®ection sets in, it initially grasps some-
thing that has just elapsed, namely, the motivating phase of the act re®ected
upon. The reason why this phase can still be thematized by the subsequent
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re®ection is that it does not disappear, but is retained in the retention, wherefore
Husserl can claim that retention is a condition of possibility for re®ection. It is
due to the retention that consciousness can be made into an object.37 Or to
rephrase, re®ection can only take place if  a temporal horizon has been estab-
lished.

II

So far I have argued that Husserl takes self-awareness to be a pervasive
feature of consciousness, and that he considers re®ection in the sense of an
explicit and thematic type of self-awareness to be a founded and non-basic
form of self-awareness. Is this suf¤cient to demonstrate the existence of a pre-
re®ective type of self-awareness for Husserl? The answer is yes as long as pre-
re®ective self-awareness is merely understood as a type of self-awareness that
precedes and is more basic than re®ective self-awareness. However, the answer
is no if  pre-re®ective self-awareness is understood as a type of self-awareness
that emphatically lacks any kind of dyadic structure. To put it differently, in
order to escape the problems facing the re®ection-theoretical model, it is not
suf¤cient simply to acknowledge the existence of a tacit and unthematic type
of self-awareness. One also has to avoid interpreting this tacit and pervasive self-
awareness in a manner analogous to the way in which re®ection is understood;
that is, it will not do to argue that tacit self-awareness comes about as the result
of some mediated, dyadic, and relational process of self-objecti¤cation. But so
far, it has not been shown that Husserl avoids this trap. And until that is done,
it cannot be concluded that he in fact did surpass the re®ection-theoretical model
and discovered the existence of a truly pre-re®ective type of self-awareness.

I have just mentioned that Husserl took re®ection to depend upon tempo-
rality. In fact, it is exactly in his theory of inner time-consciousness that one ¤nds
his most elaborate account of the structure of pre-re®ective self-awareness. So
let me turn to that theory, and thereby to a nest of problems, which have often
and rightly been characterized as being among the most important and dif¤cult
ones in the whole of phenomenology.38

In Ideen I Husserl con¤ned himself to an analysis of the relation between
the constituted objects and the constituting consciousness.39 He accounted for
the way in which the givenness of objects are conditioned by subjectivity, but
apart from stressing that experiences are not given in the same (perspectival)
way as objects, he did not pursue the question concerning the givenness of
subjectivity itself  any further. However, such a silence was phenomenologically
unacceptable. Any analysis of the conditioned appearance of objects would nec-
essarily lack a foundation as long as the givenness of the subjective condition
were itself  left in the dark.40 Husserl was well aware of this, and he explicitly
admits that he, in Ideen I, left out the most important problems, namely, those
pertaining to inner time-consciousness. Only an analysis of time-consciousness
will disclose the truly absolute, he adds.41 The reason why Husserl speaks of the
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absolute, and more generally attributes such immense importance to his analysis
of temporality, considering it to constitute the bedrock of phenomenology, is
exactly because it is not a mere investigation of the temporal givenness of ob-
jects. It is not just a clari¤cation of how it is possible to be conscious of objects
with temporal extensions—that is, objects such as melodies, which cannot ap-
pear all at once, but only unfold themselves over time—rather, it is also an
account of the temporal self-givenness of consciousness itself.

If we brie®y consider Husserl’s account of how we are able to intend tem-
porally extended objects, we come across his crucial distinction between the
primal impression, the retention and the protention. Husserl’s well-known thesis
is that a perception of a temporal object (as well as the perception of succession
and change) would be impossible if  consciousness merely provided us with the
givenness of the pure now-phase of the object, and if the stream of conscious-
ness were a series of unconnected points of experiencing, like a string of pearls.
In fact, Husserl does have a name for our consciousness of the narrow now-
phase of the object. He calls this consciousness the primal impression. But as
he then argues, this alone cannot provide us with consciousness of anything
with a temporal duration, and it is in fact only the abstract core-component of
the full structure of experiencing. The primal impression is embedded in a two-
fold temporal horizon. On the one hand, it is accompanied by a retention which
provides us with consciousness of the phase of the object which has just been,
that is, which allows us to be aware of the phase as it sinks into the past, and,
on the other hand, by a protention which in a more or less indeterminate fashion
anticipates the phase of the object yet to come:42

In this way, it becomes evident that concrete perception as original consciousness
(original givenness) of a temporally extended object is structured internally as
itself  a streaming system of momentary perceptions (so-called primal impres-
sions). But each such momentary perception is the nuclear phase of a continuity,
a continuity of momentary gradated retentions on the one side, and a horizon of
what is coming on the other side: a horizon of “protention,” which is disclosed
to be characterized as a constantly gradated coming.43

However, as already mentioned, it is not suf¤cient to analyze the way in which
we are able to be conscious of temporal objects; we also need to understand
how we are able to be aware of the very acts that intend these temporal objects.
Our perceptual objects are temporal, but what about our very perceptions of
these objects? Are they also subjugated to the strict laws of temporal constitu-
tion? Are they also temporal unities, which arise, endure, and perish? Husserl
often speaks of the acts themselves as being constituted in the structure: primal
impression–retention–protention. They are only given, only self-aware, within
this framework.44 But how is this self-awareness to be understood? And how
do we avoid an in¤nite regress? If the duration and unity of a tonal sequence
is constituted by consciousness, and if our consciousness of the tonal sequence
is itself  given with duration and unity, are we then not forced to posit yet an-
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other consciousness to account for the givenness of this duration and unity,
and so forth ad in¤nitum?45

Unfortunately, I do not think that Husserl ever managed to achieve com-
plete clarity on this issue. Both his published and unpublished analyses remain
characterized by ambiguities, and it is ultimately possible to ¤nd textual evi-
dence in support of several different interpretations. Needless to say, this is not
a very satisfying situation, but in the following I have opted for the interpreta-
tion that provides us with the most adequate account of self-awareness.46

On one dominant interpretation, Husserl is said to argue in the following
way: just as we must distinguish between the constituted dimension in which
transcendent objects exist and the constituting dimension that permits them to
appear, we must distinguish between the constituted dimension in which the
acts exist and the constituting dimension that permits them to appear. The acts
are themselves temporal objects existing in subjective time, but they are consti-
tuted by a deeper dimension of subjectivity: by the absolute ®ow of inner time-
consciousness.47 Although it is possible to unearth some passages in support of
this interpretation, I think it must ultimately be rejected, not only for systematic
reasons—it presents us with an unattractive and very problematic account of
self-awareness—but also because there are many other passages that speak
against it. To say that the acts are originally given as objects for an internal
consciousness, to interpret their primal givenness as an object-manifestation,
leads us right back into a version of the re®ection theory. This account does
not explain self-awareness, it merely defers the problem. Obviously one is forced
to ask whether inner time-consciousness is itself  in possession of self-awareness
or not. If it is denied that this consciousness is itself  self-aware, the regress is
indeed halted, but as already mentioned, this account cannot explain why the
relation between inner time-consciousness and the act should result in self-
awareness. If the answer is yes, one must ask how the self-awareness of inner
time-consciousness is established. Two possibilities seem open. One, it comes
about in the same way in which the act is brought to givenness. In this case we
are confronted with an in¤nite regress. Or, the second possibility, inner time-
consciousness is in possession of an implicit or intrinsic self-manifestation. But
if it is acknowledged that such a type of self-awareness exists, one might rea-
sonably ask why it should be reserved for the deepest level of subjectivity, and
not already be a feature of the act itself. Furthermore, to claim that the absolute
®ow of inner time-consciousness is itself  self-aware, and to claim that this is
something apart from and beyond the givenness of the acts, is to operate with
an unnecessary multiplication of self-awareness. Nevertheless, this is exactly the
position that Husserl has been assumed to hold. According to one dominant
interpretation, Husserl considers the acts to be full-blown internal objects that
are immediately given as such, even prior to re®ection. Apart from this, how-
ever, the ®ow is also given to itself. Thus, if  we examine a re®ection on a per-
ception of a Swiss Army knife, the following should be the case: (1) the Swiss
Army knife is given as a transcendent object, (2) the act of re®ection is pre-
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re®ectively given as an internal object, (3) the act of perception is re®ectively
given as an internal object, and ¤nally (4) the ®ow for which all of these objects
are given also reveals itself  in a fundamental shining. Re®ection should conse-
quently present us with a threefold self-awareness with one transcendent object
and two internal objects.48 That seems excessive. Not only is the distinction
between (2) and (4) hard to fathom, but the characterization of (2) also seems
misleading. Even if one takes pre-re®ective self-awareness to be a “marginal
form of consciousness” and consequently distinguishes the pre-re®ectively
given internal object from the re®ectively given internal object by emphasizing
that the ¤rst is merely a marginal object,49 this will not solve the problem. In
fact, Husserl himself explicitly rejects this suggestion:

One should not mistake the consciousness of the objective background [gegenständliche
Hintergrund] and consciousness understood in the sense of experiential being [Er-
lebtseins]. Lived-experiences as such do have their own being, but they are not
objects of apperception (in this case we would end in an in¤nite regress). The
background however is given to us objectively, it is constituted through a complex
of apperceptive lived-experiences. We do not pay attention to these objects . . . ,
but they are still given to us in a quite different manner than the mere lived-
experiences themselves, say the objectifying apperceptions and acts. (We could
also say that experiential being is not mere-unnoticed-being, or unconscious-
being in the sense of the unnoticed-being of the objective background.) The
attentional consciousness of the background and consciousness in the sense of
mere experiential givenness must be completely distinguished.50

It is de¤nitely necessary to distinguish between thematic and marginal modes
of consciousness. One must dismiss any narrow conception of consciousness
that equates it with attention and claims that we are only conscious of that
which we pay attention to. But although consciousness is not given themati-
cally prior to re®ection, this does not justify the claim that pre-re®ective self-
awareness is a marginal form of consciousness, that is, that our pre-re®ective
experiences remain in the background as potential themes in the same way as,
say, the hum of the refrigerator. Pre-re®ective self-awareness is not a kind of
marginal, inattentive, object-consciousness, and prior to re®ection, conscious-
ness is not given to itself  as a marginal object. The entire analogy is misleading,
since it remains stuck in the subject-object model.51

I would like to propose a different interpretation, an interpretation that
ultimately permits one to link Husserl’s analysis of inner time-consciousness to
his differentiations between functioning and thematized subjectivity, and pre-
re®ective and re®ective self-awareness, respectively.

One of the problems confronting Husserl’s analysis was how to avoid an
in¤nite regress. However, one should not conceive of the relation between inner
time-consciousness and the intentional act as if  it were a relation between two
radically different dimensions in subjectivity. When Husserl claims that the in-
tentional act is constituted in inner time-consciousness, he is not saying that
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the act is brought to givenness by some other part of subjectivity. Inner time-
consciousness is the pre-re®ective self-awareness of the act, and to say that the
act is constituted in inner time-consciousness simply means that it is brought
to awareness thanks to itself. It is called inner time-consciousness because it
belongs intrinsically to the innermost structure of the act itself. To phrase it
differently, Husserl’s description of the structure of inner time-consciousness
(primal impression–retention–protention) is exactly an analysis of the structure
of the pre-re®ective self-manifestation of our acts and experiences. Thus, Hus-
serl’s position is relatively unequivocal. The intentional act is conscious of some-
thing different from itself, namely, the intentional object. The act is intentional
exactly because it permits hetero-manifestation. But the act also manifests itself.
The object is given through the act, and if there were no awareness of the act,
the object would not appear. Thus, apart from being intentional, the act is also
characterized by its “internal consciousness,” or “Urbewußtsein,” or “impres-
sional consciousness,” to mention three different terms for one and the same.52

This internal consciousness is not a particular intentional act, but a pervasive
dimension of self-manifestation, and it is exactly this which precedes and founds
re®ective self-awareness.53 In short, Husserl would claim that to have an expe-
rience, for example, a perception of a ®owering apple tree, is to be aware of
the experience. But this self-awareness is not itself  a separate experience in need
of yet another awareness. The self-awareness of the experience is an internal,
non-re®ective, irrelational feature of the experience itself, and thus the regress
is stopped.54

Husserl is typically taken to distinguish three different layers or levels of
temporality: The objective time of the appearing objects, the subjective, im-
manent, or pre-empirical time of the acts and experiences, and ¤nally the ab-
solute pre-phenomenal ®ow of inner time-constituting consciousness.55 Where
does the interpretation I am offering stand in regard to this tripartition? It
accepts the tripartition but argues that the second level is the least fundamental.
At ¤rst, we only have level one and level three, that is, the level of constituting
subjectivity and the level of constituted objects. At ¤rst there is no level two,
there is no layer of subjective time where the experiences are given sequentially
as temporal objects. This level is only constituted the moment we engage in
re®ection and recollection. Prior to re®ection there is no awareness of internal
objects, and there is no distinction between the lived self-manifestation of the
experiences and the ®ow of inner time-consciousness. Inner time-consciousness
simply is the name of the pre-re®ective self-awareness of our experiences.

As mentioned above, I do not only think that there are systematic reasons
for favoring this interpretation. There is also a large amount of textual evidence
in support of it. In §37 of Zur Phänomenologie des inneren Zeitbewusstseins,
for instance, Husserl writes that our perceptual act is not in immanent time,
is not a constituted temporal unity, but a moment of or a wave in the self-
temporalizing, ®owing experiencing itself.56 Later in the same volume he writes:
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Therefore sensation—if by “sensation” we understand consciousness (not the im-
manent enduring red, tone, and so forth, hence not that which is sensed)—and
likewise retention, recollection, perception, etc. are non-temporal; that is to say, noth-
ing in immanent time.57

But whereas Husserl claims that our acts (be they perceptions, recollections,
anticipations, imaginations, judgments, etc.), qua absolute constituting con-
sciousness, reveal themselves, but not as immanently given temporal objects,
he also quite explicitly writes that the very same acts appear in subjective time
with duration and temporal location qua objects of re®ection.58 As it is formu-
lated in, respectively, the C 12 and the C 16 manuscripts:

But my thematic experience of I and consciousness is by itself the founding of a
continuous validity—the founding of a lasting being, the being of the imma-
nent.59

Do we not have to say: of course, the stream is objecti¤ed by the “apperceiving”
I. But the sheer streaming is indeed objecti¤ed only as it is [re®ectively] observed,
etc., and through the possibility of the “again and again.”60

Originally, the intentional acts are moments of the self-temporalizing stream-
ing and, therefore, not temporally constituted distinct and enduring objects. It
is only the moment we start to thematize these acts, be it in a re®ection or
recollection, that they are constituted in subjective, sequential time.61 Prior to
re®ection, there is no awareness of internal objects, just as there is no distinc-
tion between the givenness of the act and the self-manifestation of the ®ow.
As for the acts objecti¤ed by re®ection, these cannot be separated from the ®ow
either, since they are nothing but the ®ow’s own re®ective self-manifestation.
That is, the absolute ®ow of experiencing and the constituted stream of re®ec-
tively thematized acts are not two separate ®ows, but simply two different
manifestations of one and the same. As Husserl writes: “We say, I am who I
am in my living. And this living is a lived-experiencing [Erleben], and its re®ec-
tively accentuated single moments can be called ‘lived-experiences’ [Erlebnisse],
insofar as something or other is experienced in these moments.”62 Through
inner time-consciousness one is aware not only of the stream of consciousness
(pre-re®ective self-awareness), but also of the acts as demarcated temporal ob-
jects in subjective time (re®ective self-awareness), and of the transcendent ob-
jects in objective time (intentional consciousness).

So far I have been arguing that there are not two different types of pre-
re®ective self-awareness at play: the constituted marginal object-givenness of
our acts, and the self-manifestation of the absolute ®ow. The absolute ®ow of
experiencing simply is the pre-re®ective self-manifestation of our experiences.
However, to make this point is not to deny that there are good reasons for
insisting upon the difference between our singular and transitory acts and the
abiding dimension of experiencing, between die Erlebnisse and das Erleben.63
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In fact, there seems to be an excellent reason for not simply identifying the
experience and the experiencing, the intentional act and the pre-re®ective self-
givenness of the act. Let us compare three different intentional acts: a visual
perception of a bird, a hearing of a melody, and the smelling of a rose. These
three different acts obviously have different intentional structures. The self-
givenness of the three acts, however, does not have a different structure in each
case. It is one and the same basic structure. But if  that is the case, we need to
distinguish the act and its self-givenness. Whereas we live through a number of
different experiences, our self-awareness remains as an unchanging dimension.
It stands—to use a striking image by James—permanent, like the rainbow on
the waterfall, with its own quality unchanged by the events that stream through
it.64 In other words, it is highly appropriate to distinguish the strict singularity
of the lebendige Gegenwart from the plurality of changing experiences.65 But,
of  course, this should not be misunderstood. Distinguishability is not the
same as separability. We are not dealing with a pure or empty ¤eld of self-
manifestation upon which the concrete experiences subsequently make their
entry. The absolute ®ow has no self-manifestation of its own, but is the very
self-manifestation of the experiences.

Hopefully, these remarks should make it clear that the interpretation I am
offering does not deny the distinction between the ®ow and the act; it simply
rejects a misleading account of their relationship.

III

I have repeatedly mentioned that Husserl’s most profound investigation
of self-awareness can be found in his analysis of  inner time-consciousness.
Although Husserl denies that our experiences are pre-re®ectively given as tem-
poral objects, he does claim that self-awareness has a temporal infrastructure,
and that pre-re®ective self-awareness is a type of manifestation that is intrin-
sically caught up in the ecstatic-centered structure of primal impression–
retention–protention. One consequently ¤nds an elaboration of his theory
of self-awareness in his renowned analysis of the double intentionality of the
retention, its so-called Quer- and Längsintentionalität (transverse and longitu-
dinal intentionality). If P(t) is the primal impression of a tone, then P(t) is
retained in a retention Rp(t) when a new primal impression appears. As the
notation makes clear, however, it is not only the conscious tone which is re-
tained, but also the primal impression. Each retention is not only retaining the
preceding tone, but also the preceding primal impression. That is, the actual
phase of the ®ow is retaining not only the tone, which has just been, but also
the elapsing phase of the ®ow.66 In short, the retentional modi¤cation does not
only permit us to experience an enduring temporal object, it does not merely
enable the constitution of the identity of the object in a manifold of temporal
phases, it also provides us with temporal self-awareness.67 Whereas the ®ow’s
constitution of the duration of its object is called its Querintentionalität, the
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®ow’s awareness of its own streaming unity is called its Längsintentionalität,68

and, although the latter carries the name intentionality, it would be a decisive
misunderstanding of Husserl’s theory if  one were to identify it with a type of
object-intentionality.69 Husserl’s account of the Längsintentionalität does not
succumb to the lure of the re®ection theory, but is in fact an analysis of the
pre-re®ective self-manifestation of consciousness. It is because consciousness is
characterized by this self-manifestation that it is possible to escape the in¤nite
regress of the re®ection theory:

The ®ow of the consciousness that constitutes immanent time not only exists but
is so remarkably and yet intelligibly fashioned that a self-appearance of the ®ow
necessarily exists in it, and therefore the ®ow itself must necessarily be apprehen-
sible in the ®owing. The self-appearance of the ®ow does not require a second
®ow; on the contrary, it constitutes itself as a phenomenon in itself.70

This central passage from Zur Phänomenologie des inneren Zeitbewusstseins, how-
ever, has not been overlooked by Husserl’s critics. It has generally been met
with two distinct arguments.

Cramer has argued that Husserl’s notion of self-appearance is vulnerable
to the same criticism that has been directed against the re®ection theory. If one
claims that the stream of consciousness is characterized by self-appearance, one
must ask what it is that appears when the stream appears to itself. According
to Cramer, the only answer possible is that the stream appears to itself  as a
self-appearing stream. But he takes this account to be both redundant and cir-
cular.71

The pertinence of  this criticism is, however, questionable. First of all,
Cramer erroneously identi¤es Husserl’s notion of self-appearance with a kind
of “quasi perception,” thereby overlooking its non-objectifying and non-
relational character. Secondly, and more importantly, Cramer seems to ex-
pect something of a theory of self-awareness which it, qua explication of a
phenomenon sui generis, will forever be prevented from providing, namely, a
decomposition of the phenomenon into more simple elements without self-
awareness. To put it differently, the impossibility of providing a non-circular
de¤nition of self-awareness is hardly a problem for an account that explicitly
acknowledges the irreducible and fundamental status of self-awareness. It is
only a problem for an account that seeks to explain self-awareness by reducing
it to something more basic. In this sense, it might be more correct to say that
it is Cramer’s criticism rather than Husserl’s theory that is indebted to the
re®ection theory.

The second argument can be found in Frank (and with different emphasis
in both Henry and Derrida). If the self-appearance of the stream of conscious-
ness is to be accounted for by means of the notion of Längsintentionalität
and if this is a kind of retentional modi¤cation, then there will only be self-
awareness of the just-past phase of the stream, since the initial phase of con-
sciousness will only become conscious when it is retained. There consequently
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seems to be a blind spot in the core of subjectivity: Initially, consciousness is
unconscious, and it only comes to presence nachträglich through the retentional
modi¤cation. But how does this agree with our conviction that we are in fact
aware of our experiences the moment they occur? And how can we at all be
aware of something as past, unless we are also aware of something present
against which we can contrast it? If self-presence is only constituted in the dif-
ference between retention and primal impression, there will be nothing left to
explain this difference, or more correctly, there will be nothing left to explain
our experience of this difference. It will be a merely postulated difference, with
no experiential basis. Thus, self-awareness will ultimately become a product of
an unconscious difference.72 But to make this claim is basically to face all the
problems of the re®ection theory once again.

Husserl himself was well aware of these dif¤culties. He anticipated the line
of thought, and although he occasionally seriously considered it,73 he ultimately
and quite explicitly rejected it:

What about the beginning-phase of an experience that is in the process of be-
coming constituted? Does it also come to be given only on the basis of retention,
and would it be “unconscious” if no retention were to follow it? We must say in
response to this question: The beginning-phase can become an object only after
it has elapsed in the indicated way, by means of retention and re®ection (or re-
production). But if it were intended only by retention, then what confers on it
the label “now” would remain incomprehensible. At most, it could be distin-
guished negatively from its modi¤cations as that one phase that does not make
us retentionally conscious of any preceding phase; but the beginning-phase is by
all means characterized in consciousness in quite positive fashion. It is just non-
sense to talk about an “unconscious” content that would only subsequently be-
come conscious. Consciousness is necessarily consciousness in each of its phases.
Just as the retentional phase is conscious of the preceding phase without making
it into an object, so too the primal datum is already intended—speci¤cally, in the
original form of the “now”—without its being something objective.74

Thus, Husserl’s analysis is not meant to imply that consciousness only becomes
aware of itself  through the retention. On the contrary, Husserl explicitly insists
that the retentional modi¤cation presupposes an impressional (primary, origi-
nal, and immediate) self-manifestation, not only because consciousness is as
such self-given, but also because a retention of an unconscious content is im-
possible.75 The retention retains that which has just appeared, and if noth-
ing appears, there is nothing to retain.76 Thus, retention presupposes self-
awareness. It is this self-awareness which is retentionally modi¤ed when P(t) is
transformed into Rp(t): The tone is not only given as having-just-been, but as
having-just-been experienced.77

Is it possible to specify the nature of this impressional self-manifestation,
this absolute experiencing, any further? The terminology used, and the fact that
we are confronted with an unthematic, implicit, immediate, and passive occur-
rence, which is by no means initiated, regulated, or controlled by the ego, sug-
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gest that we are dealing with a given state of pure passivity, with a form of
self-affection. This interpretation is con¤rmed by Husserl, for instance, in the
manuscript C 10 (1931), where he speaks of self-affection as an essential, perva-
sive, and necessary feature of the functioning ego, and in the manuscript C 16
(1931–33), where he adds that I am ceaselessly (unaufhörlich) affected by my-
self.78 We are here confronted with a type of non-relational self-manifestation
that lacks the ordinary dyadic structure of appearance.79 There is no distinction
between subject and object, or between the dative and genitive of appearing.
On the contrary, it is a kind of self-manifestation, a fundamental shining, with-
out which it would be meaningless to speak of the dative of appearance. Noth-
ing can be present to me unless I am self-aware.80

This clari¤cation allows for a ¤nal remark about the relationship between
the impressional self-manifestation (internal consciousness) and the Längsinten-
tionalität. We are not dealing with two independent and separate types of pre-
re®ective self-awareness, but with two different descriptions of the same basic
phenomenon. As already mentioned, Husserl uses the term Längsintentionali-
tät to designate the ®owing self-manifestation of consciousness, but this self-
givenness does not merely concern the elapsing phases, but takes its point of
departure in an immediate impressional self-manifestation. Conversely, this im-
pressional self-manifestation stretches to include the retentionally given. As
Husserl writes: “In this respect we take the impressional consciousness to
stretch as far as the still living retention.”81

To summarize: Taken in isolation the primal impression is not unconscious,
and to suggest that is to succumb to a variant of the re®ection theory. But
when this is said, it should be immediately added that the primal impres-
sion taken in isolation is a theoretical limit-case. It is in fact never given alone,
but is always already furnished with a temporal density, always already accom-
panied by a horizon of protentional and retentional absencing. Thus Husserl
would claim that the full structure of pre-re®ective self-awareness is primal
impression–retention–protention.82 Pre-re®ective self-awareness has an internal
differentiation and articulation—and Husserl insists that only this fact can ex-
plain the possibility of re®ection and recollection—but it is not a gradual, de-
layed, or mediated process of self-unfolding; rather, consciousness is “immedi-
ately” given as an ecstatic unity. One has to avoid the idea of an instantaneous
non-temporal self-awareness, but one must also stay clear of the notion of a
completely fractured time-consciousness, which makes both consciousness of
the present, and of the unity of the stream unintelligible.83

IV

This brief account of Husserl’s theory of self-awareness leaves a number
of aspects untouched: What is the connection between time-consciousness
and kinaesthesis, and between intentionality and self-awareness? What is the
connection between our pre-re®ective self-awareness and our lived body, and
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between selfhood and alterity? What is the more precise difference between
the temporality of, respectively, re®ective and pre-re®ective self-manifestation?
How should one exactly understand the notion of self-affection? Are there
forms of self-awareness which are intersubjectively mediated? And what is the
relation between transcendental re®ection qua thematization of subjectivity
and natural re®ection qua mundanization of subjectivity?84 All of these top-
ics are treated by Husserl, however, and, in contrast to a widespread assump-
tion, it is simply not true that he was so taken up by his “discovery” of object-
intentionality that he never escaped the re®ection model, but always operated
with a model of self-manifestation based upon the subject-object dichotomy,
and never managed to raise the more fundamental problems concerning the
Being of consciousness. In fact, as the above interpretation should have dem-
onstrated, the topic of self-awareness was by no means of mere incidental in-
terest to Husserl. On the contrary, he considered its elucidation to be even more
fundamental to phenomenology than the analysis of intentionality. Not only
did his own re®ective methodology make such extensive use of re®ection that
an examination of re®ective self-awareness was called for, but Husserl also very
well knew that his analysis of intentionality would lack a proper foundation as
long as the problem concerning the self-manifestation of consciousness re-
mained unaccounted for. That is, without an elucidation of the unique given-
ness of subjectivity, it would be impossible to account convincingly for the ap-
pearance of  objects, and ultimately phenomenology would be incapable of
realizing its own proper task, to provide a clari¤cation of the condition of pos-
sibility for manifestation.
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overlooked the existence of the notion of pre-re®ective self-awareness in Husserl, that is, of
having made the same mistake as Frank, Tugendhat, and Henrich. To a certain extent, but
only to a certain extent, the difference between my interpretation and Brough’s and Sok-
olowski’s interpretation might simply be a question of different accentuation and terminol-
ogy.

49. Brough, “Absolute Consciousness,” 304, 316.
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57. Zeitbewusstsein, 333–34; cf. Zeitbewusstsein, 371–72.
58. Zeitbewusstsein, 112, 285, 293; Intersubjektivität II, 29.
59. “Aber meine thematische Erfahrung vom Ich und Bewußtsein ist in ihrer Art selbst

Stiftung einer Fortgeltung—eines bleibenden Seins, des Seins des Immanenten” (Ms. C
12 3b).

60. “Müssen wir nicht sagen, natürlich ist es das ‘apperzipierende’ Ich, durch das der
Strom gegenständlich wird. Aber das bloße Strömen wird eben erst durch das Betrachten etc.
gegenständlich und durch die Vermöglichkeiten des ‘immer wieder’” (Ms. C 16 59a).

61. For passages that might corroborate this interpretation, see Ideen II, 104; Zeit-
bewusstsein, 36, 51, 112; Ms. A V 5 4b–5a; Ms. C 10 17a; Ms. C 16 59a; Ms. C 12 3b; Ms. L I
19 3aMb; and Ms. L I 19 10a.

62. “Wir sagen, ich bin, der ich bin in meinem Leben. Und dieses Leben ist Erleben,
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sofern in ihnen irgendetwas erlebt ist” (Ms. C 3 26a).

63. Phantasie, 326; cf. Intersubjektivität II, 46; Ms. L I 1 3a.
64. James, Principles of Psychology, I: 630.
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66. Brough, “Absolute Consciousness,” 319.
67. Husserl alternately speaks of absolute time-constituting consciousness as an un-

changeable form of presence (as a nunc stans), and as an absolute ®ux (Ding und Raum,
65; cf. Zeitbewusstsein, 74, 113; Time-Consciousness, 78, 118). Regardless of which description
one chooses—and ultimately both are attempts to capture the unique givenness of this
dimension—it should be obvious why one must not only avoid speaking of the absolute
®ow as if it were a temporal object, but also avoid interpreting the ®ow as a sequence of
temporally distinct acts, phases, or elements. “This streaming living Presence is not what
we elsewhere have designated transcendental-phenomenologically as stream of consciousness
or a stream of lived-experience. It cannot be depicted as a ‘stream’ in the sense of a spe-
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cial temporal (or even spatio-temporal) whole that has a continuous-successive individual
being consisting in the unity of a temporal extension (individuated by this temporal form
in its distinguishable stretches and phases). The streaming living Presence is ‘continuous’
streaming-being, and yet it is not a separated-being, not a spatio-temporal (world-spatial)
being, not an ‘immanent’-temporal extended being; not a separation [Außereinander] that
implies a succession [Nacheinander], a succession in the sense of a punctual-separation taking
place in time properly so called.” (Diese strömend lebendige Gegenwart ist nicht das, was wir
sonst auch schon transzendental-phänomenologisch als Bewußtseinsstrom oder Erlebnisstrom
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licher), nicht in “immanent”-zeitlicher Extension Sein; also in keinem Außereinander, das
Nacheinander heißt—Nacheinander in dem Sinne eines Stellen-Außereinander in einer eigent-
lich so zu nennenden Zeit) (Ms. C 3 4a). For further distinctions between “das Strömen”
and “der Strom,” cf. Ms. B III 9 8a, Ms. C 15 3b, Ms. C 17 63b). Inner time-consciousness
cannot be temporal in the empirical sense of the word; it cannot be reduced to a succession
of mental states. Not only would such a succession not enable us to become conscious of
succession, it would also call for yet another consciousness, which would be conscious of this
succession, etc., and we would be unable to avoid an in¤nite regress. As Husserl writes, it
makes no sense to say of the time-constituting phenomena that they are present and that
they have endured, that they succeed each other, or are co-present, etc. They are, in short,
neither “present,” “past,” nor “future” in the way empirical objects are (Zeitbewusstsein, 75,
333, 375–76; Time-Consciousness, 79, 345, 386–87). Inner time-consciousness is a ¤eld of expe-
riencing, a dimension of manifestation, which contains all three temporal dimensions. The
structure of this ¤eld of experiencing—primal impression–retention–protention—is not tem-
porally extended. The retentions and protentions are not past or future in regard to the primal
impression, nor are they simultaneous, as long as “simultaneity” is used in its ordinary sense.
They are “together” or “co-actual” with it. Ultimately, the structure of constituting time-
consciousness cannot be adequately grasped using temporal concepts derived from that which
it constitutes. Thus, in a certain way inner time-consciousness is atemporal (Zeitbewusstsein,
112), but only in the sense that it is not intra-temporal. Time-constituting consciousness is
not in time, but it is not merely a consciousness of time, it is itself a form of temporality (cf.
Iso Kern, Idee und Methode der Philosophie [Berlin: de Gruyter, 1975], 40–41; Rudolf Bernet,
La vie du sujet [Paris: PUF, 1994], 197; Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phénoménologie de la percep-
tion [Paris: Éditions Gallimard, 1945], 483; Martin Heidegger, Kant und das Problem der
Metaphysik [Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1991], 192). Temporality constitutes
the infrastructure of consciousness. Consciousness is inherently temporal, and it is as temporal
that it is pre-re®ectively aware of itself. Thus, although the ¤eld of experiencing has neither
a temporal location nor extension, and although it does not last and never becomes past, it
is not a static supra-temporal principle, but a living pulse (Lebenspuls) with a certain temporal
density and articulation, and, variable width: it might stretch (Zeitbewusstsein, 78, 112, 371,
376; Time-Consciousness, 82, 116–17, 382, 387; Passive Synthesis, 392; Intersubjektivität III, 28;
Ms. C 2 11a; Ms. C 7 14a; cf. Mary Jeanne Larrabee, “Inside Time-Consciousness: Diagram-
ming the Flux,” Husserl Studies 10 [1994], 196; Klaus Held, Lebendige Gegenwart [The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1966], 116–17). In fact, the metaphor of stretching might be appropriate
not only as a characterization of the temporal ecstasis, but also as a description of the Längsin-
tentionalität, since it avoids the potentially misleading and objectifying talk of the ®ow as a
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sequence or succession of changing impressions, slices, or phases. For an interesting related
observation, cf. §72 in Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit.

68. Zeitbewusstsein 80–81, 379; Time-Consciousness, 84–86, 390. At one point Husserl
speaks of the Längs- and Querintentionalität as the noetic and noematic-ontical temporali-
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one hand, the retention is interpreted as a derived modi¤cation of the primal impression. But
on the other hand, Husserl also states that no consciousness is possible which does not entail
retentional and protentional horizons, that no now is possible without retentions (Passive
Synthesis, 337–38), and that the primal impression is only what it is when it is retained (Ms.
L I 15 4a; cf. Ms. L I 16 12a; Ms. L I 15 22a; Passive Synthesis, 315). Husserl was clearly wrestling
with these issues, and it is undeniable (and perhaps also unavoidable) that he occasionally
opted for some highly problematic accounts. Let me mention a few further examples. In
Ideen II Husserl characterized the retention as an objectifying immanent perception (Ideen
II, 14; Ideas II, 16), and in the manuscript L I 15 22a he claimed that the Längsintentionalität
is characterized by its indirect nature.

74. Zeitbewusstsein, 119; after Time-Consciousness, 123.
75. Zeitbewusstsein, 119; Time-Consciousness, 123.
76. Zeitbewusstsein, 110–11, 119; Time-Consciousness, 114–15; 123; Passive Synthesis, 337.
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79. It could be objected that the very term “self-affection” is singularly unsuited as a

designation for a non-relational type of manifestation. Does it not, after all, entail a structural
difference between something that affects, and something that is affected? (Cf. Jacques Der-
rida, La voix et le phénomène [Paris: PUF, 1967], 92; De la grammatologie [Paris: Les Éditions
de Minuit 1967], 235.) In reply, it could be argued that Husserl is not the only phenomenolo-
gist to conceive of self-awareness in terms of self-affection. One ¤nds related re®ections in
Merleau-Ponty, Phénoménologie de la perception, 469, 487; Heidegger, Kant und das Prob-
lem der Metaphysik, 189–90; and Michel Henry, L’essence de la manifestation (Paris: PUF,
1963), 288–92, 301. Particularly Henry has been anxious to stress the non-dyadic nature of
self-affection (cf. Dan Zahavi, “Michel Henry and the Phenomenology of the Invisible,” Con-
tinental Philosophy Review 32, no. 3 [1999]). As he points out, self-affection should not be
understood in the same way as we would normally understand (outer) affection, namely, as
a process involving a difference between an organ or faculty of sensing and a sensed object.
On the contrary, it is to be taken as an immanent occurrence that involves no difference,
distance, or mediation. To put it differently, when speaking of self-affection one should simply
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bear in mind that we are dealing with a non-relational type of manifestation, and that the
choice of the term is mainly motivated by its ability to capture a whole range of the de¤ning
features of pre-re®ective self-awareness, including its immediate, implicit, non-objectifying,
and passive nature.
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